and nodal-line semimetals. In the Dirac and Weyl semimetals, the bulk nodes are discrete in the BZ and their surface projections are connected by surface Fermi arcs 4 , while in nodal-line semimetals, the bulk nodes extend along one-dimensional curves accompanied by the drumhead surface states (SSs) 7 .
The Dirac semimetal and Weyl semimetal states have been theoretically predicted and experimentally verified in various families of compounds [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Although there have been several theoretical proposals for the material realization of topological nodal-line semimetal states 4, 7, [20] [21] [22] , the conclusive experimental proof remains absent until recent angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) measurements on TiB 2 23 , showing a tangible realization of bulk nodal-line fermions.
Since the SSs associated with the nodal lines are not observed in TiB 2 23 , the confirmation by the coexistence of bulk evidence and surface signature for the topological nodal-line semimetal state is still desired. In this work, we investigate the electronic structure of ZrB 2 , which is predicted to host similar nodal-line configurations and SSs to that of TiB 2 24, 25 . By using ARPES and firstprinciples calculations, we clearly observe two groups of nodal rings embedded in different mirror planes. These rings are further found to be linked with each other along the Γ-K direction. We identify distinct SSs emanating from the bulk nodal lines, revealing the nontrivial topology of the nodal-line semimetal states in ZrB 2 .
Compared with the previously studied nodal-line candidates CaAgAs, PbTaSe 2 , and the ZrSiS family [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] and the ZrSiS family [28] [29] [30] [31] , the observation of bulk nodal lines are seriously obstructed by SSs. Thus, our experimental discovery in ZrB 2 establishes a unique system that has the conclusive evidence of topological nodal-line semimetal states both in the bulk and on the surface.
Results
Structure and transport properties of ZrB 2 . As illustrated in Fig. 1 The magnetic field dependence of the resistivity (ρ xx ) and Hall resistivity (ρ xy ) at T = 2.5 K are depicted in Fig. 1 (e) and the inset of Fig. 1(e are denoted as α, β, γ, and δ, respectively, give rise to two groups of nodal rings embedded in different mirror planes. We will proceed to a detailed discussion on the nodal-line semimetal states by systematic electronic structure investigations in the following. In addition, we observe that some FS features in the k z ∼ π plane (FS2 and FS3) are absent in the calculated bulk FSs, i.e., the triangular FSs around H points, the "handle"-shaped FSs between two H points, and the hexagonal FS centered at A point [relatively weak in FS3 due to the matrix element effect and its presence can be proved in Fig. 2 Presence of bulk nodal-line fermions below E F . Based on the discussion above, the r 1 nodal rings can be observed only in the k z ∼ 0 plane. This character establishes an excellent system to separately investigate the bulk nodal lines and electronic SSs. Now we record the near-E F ARPES spectra along the Γ-K and M -K directions, which are indicated as cuts 1 and 2 in Fig. 2(a) , respectively, in the k z ∼ 0 plane (FS1) to prove the presence of bulk nodal-line fermions in ZrB 2 .
The intensity plots and corresponding second derivative plots are shown in Figs. 3(a)-3(d) . The electronic structure near E F is only composed of the α and β band-crossing features forming the r 1 nodal rings, except a "beard"-like band dispersing from the crossing point of β along the Γ-K direction, which is relatively weak when crossing E F due to the matrix element effect and thus 6 not resolved in the FS mapping data in Fig. 2(c) . This band will be discussed later and identified as the SS. We then plot the momentum distribution curves (MDCs) of β and α in Figs 
Discussion
In order to clarify the nontrivial topology of the bulk nodal lines realized in ZrB 2 , which are protected by the mirror reflection symmetries and the combination of spatial-inversion symmetry (P ) and time-reversal symmetry (T ), i.e., the P ·T symmetry, here we illustrate their connection with the SSs by combining both the bulk and surface observations. We plot the crossing points The white dashed curves in (a) and (e) indicate the SS3 at A point, serving as guides to the eye. The red and blue solid circles in (a) and (c) represent the crossing points of β
